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how much work is finished daily. In this muster report he is
reporting more number of workers rather than the workers
involved in the work daily and also showing duplicate work
progress. Because of this he is misappropriating the funds
which are issued by the government. In order to avoid this
problem mobile muster technology is going to develop using
GPS.

Abstract: This paper deals how to prevent the duplication or
fraudulent of works in this society. This type of works may
happen either in government organizations or in private
organizations. This paper considers fraudulent of works
happened in the government organizations. To prevent this type
of works in the government organization, let’s introduce mobile
muster technology using Global Positioning System (GPS). Now
consider a contract work which was given by the government
organizations to the contractor. The main aim of this technology
is to provide some special software based mobile to the
contractor or who involved in supervising the work. The duty of
his /her is to show the work progress, labourer attendance,
distributing daily wages to the daily laborers regularly. In order
to avoid fraud in the work, first the concerned man who involved
in this work should login into the application form from the field
where the work is going on. Later capture the photographs of the
finished work and the remaining work to do and also the
labourer involved on that day. This total information is
automatically sent to the web server by the mobile. The person
location who sends all this data can identify by using the mobile
IMEI number using GPS and that information is stored in the
database. Every user can verify this information as up to the date
by using web application. By this process we can avoid fraud in
the work to some extent.
Keywords: Mobile, GPS, IMEI, Muster, Ajax, Google API,
J2ME

Fig. 1 Muster Form in manual.
Mobile communications is now an established force for
social and economic development. Mobile Muster
technology provides an important front-line security measure
for both government agencies and commercial users. Based
around a Global Positioning System (GPS), mobile muster
technology devices extend the functionality and capabilities
of a static GPS by allowing users to observe the work
progress, members attended, work delay and wages issued.
The objective of this intervention is to ensure transparency
in government organizations by addressing issues such as
fake measurements and work duplication. Field Assistant
will capture photographs of the laborers every day at work
site. System automatically captures the GPS coordinates
using satellite based system. This is nothing but
photographic attendance of wage seekers. (Photographic
attendance should take at the starting and also at the end of
the day daily. Here some people may be in doubt that is if
some worker is worked for some time and dropped to do the
work then how the worker will be treated by the supervisor?
The supervisor will treat the worker by giving some amount
for that worker which he has done the work up to that time
only.) The attendance details and work finished on that day,
location of the field assistant (who is supervising this work)
shall be uploaded to the server daily through GPRS. Some

I. INTRODUCTION
Before the introduction of the mobile muster technology
there was a manual record maintained by the government
officials (muster form fig1). This record consists of worker
id, particulars of the work, date, wages, grants issued by the
government. There may be a chance to misappropriate the
funds by the contractor or who involved in supervising the
work.
For Example: In order to develop the roads in the city.
Road constructing contract is taken by a contractor from the
government officials. This work mainly depends on the daily
wages. Here the contractor is getting funds from the
government for the development of the roads. To gain some
profit the contractor is misusing the funds and also using less
quality material in the work. The duty of the contractor is to
show how many workers are involved in the work daily and
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M-Muster using GPS
software will be installed in the muster verification
officer’s mobile. The above process is developed by using this
special software application which was built in the mobile.
II.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Theory behind this technology is that there are some
divisions under government organization in the city. In the
each division a supervisor is appointed with a group of ten
members labour. This supervisor will supervise their group
in the field work by giving daily wages. There may be a
chance to misuse the funds by him. To avoid the fraud in
distributing the funds we use the concept of M-muster
technology.
The following procedure describes how this technology
is to use. Initially the organization will provide a mobile
which was built with a special software to him. The main
work of the supervisor is to login in his mobile, after the
completion of login he must capture the photograph of the
workers, and also capture the photograph of the field where
the work is finished on that day. He must send the
photographs up to the date to the server. So that every user
can verify the status of the work. The system proposed in this
paper works in two phases one is at server side (web
application) another one is client side (mobile application).

Fig. 3 login page

public LoginExample()
{
form = new Form("MUSTERLOGIN");
userName = new TextField("User Name:",
"", 30, TextField.ANY);
password = new TextField("Password:",
"", 30, TextField.PASSWORD);
login = new Command("ok",
Command.OK, 2);
}
Fig. 4 some portion of J2ME code for login from
creation
User needs to give the username and password then the
application connects to the server with GPRS. This
connection is to check for its validity whether it’s
authenticated or not. At the time of connecting to GPRS it
sends the data of username, password and International
Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) number also. Based on
the IMEI number on the server side the database checks
validity of the user fig 6 shows J2ME code to communicate
with J2EE web Server. Fig 5 shows the j2me code for
knowing the IMEI number of Mobile.

Fig .2 Overall description of system
III. MOBILE APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
We need a mobile phone which has a GPS Receiver
enabled mobile phone for receiving GPS data from the
satellite. Now days a wide range of such mobile are easily
available in the market and mobile must have GPRS Enabled
Feature. The mobile application is developed on java
platform using J2ME. This developed software is installed
on the mobile; client can send the data by using this
application to the server.
Whenever the user opens the m-muster application in
mobile. It asks for username and password it is shown in Fig
3 .it is for security only, registered users can use this
software. Registration for user is done at web application
phase that is observed at next level.
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System.getProperty("com.nokia.IMEI");
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If the user is not an authenticated then the user is prompted
with a message of invalid user name or password.
Once the mobile Application logins Successfully it
automatically starts retrieving the GPS coordinates of the
location Fig 7 and sends those data to the server through
GPRS connection to the server with details of coordinates of
GPS position then server updates these details in the
database of this user is based on IMEI. Because based on the
IMEI number only we can know the details of this user.

// to Set criteria for selecting a location provider
// accurate to 500 meters horizontally
Criteria cr= new Criteria();
cr.setHorizontalAccuracy(500);
// to Get an instance of the provider
LocationProvider lp= LocationProvider.getInstance(cr);
// Request the location, setting a 45 seconds timeout
Location l = lp.getLocation(45);
Coordinates c = l.getQualifiedCoordinates();
if(c != null )
{
// Use coordinate information
double lat = c.getLatitude();
double lon = c.getLongitude();
}

HttpConnection
con=(HttpConnection)Connector.open("we
bAppURL”);
con.setRequestProperty(“Content-Type”,“//t
ext plain”); ……………………

Fig. 8 some portion of j2me code to obtain the present
location of the device
After sending the GPS locations to the server then the user
navigates to another page this page contains 3 options
attendance, work, and help. Now the user has to send the
attendance and work details to the server. To send the
attendance he has to click on the attendance option from the
menu then the software retrieves the list of groups under this
supervisor from the database. Here group means some group
of workers The supervisor needs to select those groups, the
members of that group should present in the work field from
the list appeared in the application. After the selection of
groups then he navigates to another page that contains details
of the worker names and worker id’s. Now the supervisor
needs to select any worker details then prompts to another
page it takes the photo of the worker after taking the
photograph of the worker, supervisor needs to press send
button then it sends the worker id and worker photograph
and IMEI number of mobile to the server database. Database
updates the attendance details based on IMEI number. After
successfully sending the details of the worker then it goes to
previous page of the worker details, now it contains the
details of the workers those who are not yet taken
photographs. The overall attendance system process is shown
at fig 9

byte sendingQuery[] = queryString;
outputstream.write(sendingQuery);
outputstream.flush(); ……………………
int resp = inputStram.read();
While((resp)!=-1)
{
responseString = responseString + (char)
resp;
}
Fig. 6 some portion of J2ME code to communicate with
J2EE web Server

Fig 7: M-Muster GPS Coordinate Capturing Screen
To retrieve the details of GPS location we use j2me
package javax.microedition.location . J2ME location API
provides mobile application which gives the information
about the devices present physically in the location. we used
Location, Coordinates classes from the location package to
get the coordinates i.e. latitude and longitude in degrees, and
altitude in meters of the present location Fig 8 shows the
j2me code for capturing the details of GPS Location.
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workers. The whole data is stored in Mysql data base. Web
application is developed by using java server pages Fig 11
shows the Sample SQL database.

Fig 11: snap shot of the mysql database for login data of
verification officers
B. Reports Generation
Fig 9: Overall process of Attendance System
Next responsibility of supervisor is to send the details of
the work status, for this he selects work option from the menu
then he navigates to the another page that contains the status
of work to do and completed work. Then he navigates to
another page it contains the measurements of the work next
he navigates to the page which is to take the photograph of
the field of the work done. Then he enables option send, it
sends the work details and photograph of completed work ,
IMEI Number and GPS location details to the server . Then at
the server side it updates these details .This overall process is
shown at Fig 10.

In this, reports generate the attendance details of the
workers and total work status. The main goal of our project is
to know that whether the Supervisor sends genuine data or
not.
This can be generated based on the GPS data sent by
m-muster application through mobile to the server.
This will works as follows
1) The data sent by mobile client will be stored in
Mysql database
2) Based on the above stored data Google map
provides the functionality to plot location
coordinates using their JavaScript based AJAX API
So By Using Google Maps We Can Know the Location
.When ever open this reports page it displays the location of
the selected supervisor, then everyone can know from where
he is sending the data.
Google maps display the location in four views: MAPS,
SATELITE, HYBRID and EARTH But we need only MAP
view it is displayed in the fig 12

Fig10: Overall process of Work Details System
The next option is help option. This option guides the user
how to proceed if he doesn’t know how to operate.
IV.

WEB APPLICATION SPECIFICATION

Web application basically developed for
A. Registration
B. Reports Generation

Fig. 12 Google map indicate the location of the
supervisor.

A. Registration Purpose
V.

Based on the web application, registered data works only on
m-muster software. In this the Supervisors details are
registered along with his mobile IMEI (International mobile
equipment id) Number and also it registers the details of
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The main goal of this paper is to avoid fraudulent of works
happened in some organizations by using m-muster
application. It hopes that the use of this application reduces
the fraud in the work to some extent and also the expense for
this application is too low because in these days most of the
mobiles are built up with GPS system feature. With this
feature every citizen can know the status of the funds used
and reported data in any time. The future scope for this
project hoped is, to introduce biometric system using the
mobile. This system will increase more security and provides
reliable data while taking the attendance and login in to the
application.
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